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To achieve your GOALS
Follow our Share Lakhpati Yojana

Do this
1. Set a goal in your mind say 1 lakh 3 lakhs 5 lakhs 10 lakhs …..
2. Buy our Share, FNO and Intraday Analysis Software.
3. From Best Buy set Check the Risk Reward Ratio. It is preferred if it is greater than
1.5 to 2. It is preferred that share price is near or below Average3 value.
4. Buy Share / Future after getting confirmation from our Intraday Software.
5. Put a Stop Loss order given in 5 DMA Trend after you take position, add this share
to your portfolio and close the terminal.
6. From next day after Import Data either put Stop Loss order for this share as per 5
DMA or hold till you get sell signal in software.
7. Repeat step 1 to 6 when you get a next buy call.
8. In subsequent positions keep on investing the profits generated by this method till
your goal is achieved.
9. Add Nifty in your Portfolio. If it is in Sell mode for 5 DMA then avoid fresh
investment unless it again gives Buy signal, as many shares follow Nifty trend.
Don’t do this
1. Investing in any other share than recommended by Best Buy / Best Sell.
2. Intraday trading. If done strictly as per stop loss given by our software.
3. Averaging of losses. Instead of that book loss and take fresh position on next best
buy calls or think of some other share.
4. Monitoring of your share when market in live. It is waste of time and not advisable
your eyes, neck, backbone and brain.
5. Listening or reading any news related to market, fundamentals,
government policies, company result, performance, bonus etc. Strictly follow our
software.
6. You cannot be rich in one day but you can lose your total capital in one day. So be
careful.

For Demo and any software related queries contact us.
Share Analysis Software

F&O Analysis Sofwtare

Commodity Analysis Softwae

Currency Anaysis Software

Share Intraday Buy/Sell Signal Software

Commodity & Currency Intraday Buy/Sell Signal Software

